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Pay What's Fair

Our Schedule

More Information

NOV. 17 - WED - 11AM-2PM ET

NOV. 18 - THURS - 11AM–2PM ET

NOV. 19 - FRI  - 11AM-2PM ET

hpnonline.org

info@hpnonline.org

+1 (804) 639-9211

$150 for HPN member organizations, 

$250 for non-members, 

$25 or $50, respectively, for additional

representatives from your organization.

Register online at hpnonline.org/events

We don't want cost to be a barrier to wide,

active participation from leaders of allied

health professions. We suggest fees of: 

ALL  FAILURE  IS
FAILURE  TO  ADAPT .

ALL  SUCCESS  IS
SUCCESSFUL
ADAPTATION .

-MAX  MCKEOWN ,  MBA, PHD

OUR THEME:
ADAPTABILITY
The Health Professions Network's
Virtual Fall Conference is
organized around the theme of
adaptation. COVID-19 has
accelerated an already rapid pace
of change for allied health
professions and its leaders and
organizations. Our task is to
understand the difference
between adapting to cope and
adapting to succeed.

VIRTUAL 
FALL 

CONFERENCE
NOV. 17-19



Collaboration promotes adaptability.
Draw on the collective experience of
other health professions leaders
meeting similar challenges. Set an
agenda for collaboration - on advocacy,
education, technology and more.

Our task is to collectively move
allied health professions and its
organizations from adapting to cope
to adapting to succeed.

Our program is built to address the
rapid pace of change in our
technological, regulatory, care, work
and collaborative environments,
with sessions and discussions
aimed at bleeding-edge insight into
work and workforce changes.

Experience a truly flexible,
collaborative virtual conference that
fits into your busy schedule.

Our Program

FACILITATED 
COLLABORATIVE 
DISCUSSIONS

Register online at
hpnonline.org/events

each day

EDUCATION, 
VIRTUAL LEARNING
& NEW PROFESSIONAL
PATHWAYS

wednesday

Education is changing - how can we
ensure patient safety and professional
competency while seizing new
opportunities to expand patient and
professional access?

REGULATIONS,
PROTECTIONS &
ADVOCACY GOALS

Regulatory priorities are changing - are
professions changing with them?
Collaborate with other health
professions leaders to understand our
current regulatory environment and
establish common advocacy goals.

TELEMEDICINE, NEW
CARE ENVIRONMENTS 
& COMPETENCIES

friday

What do those changing competencies
look like today and tomorrow? What is
the future work environment for health
professionals? How can we help current
professionals adapt?

thursday

ACCREDITATION,
CREDENTIALING &
DEVELOPMENT

What role will professional
organizations play in the new
paradigm? What are the best ways to
ensure professional competency with
credentials or promote new
professional development pathways?

friday

VIRTUAL-FIRST 
OFFICE AND MEETING
ENVIRONMENTS

How are our organizations changing,
and how can we stay on track with our
goals - or promote flexibility and
adaptability in shorter time frames? Get
insight from other outstanding leaders
meeting similar challenges.

thursday


